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StyleBoard Stencil hanging screens can be created from 12mm or 24mm board. The

board is solid colour throughout for an attractive, decorative solution.

13 solid board colours

Water jet cutting for creative cut out

patterns and shapes

UV printing of artwork or colour

Etching

Board layering for duel colours

FINISHING FEATURES

StyleBoard Stencil Hanging Screen
Maintain open communication and a sense of space

with this creative zoning solution

 STYLEBOARD STENCIL ACOUSTIC HANGING SCREEN

Range of board thicknesses available

for varying design and acoustic ability

Lightweight and semi-ridged for easy

hanging

Retains visibility whilst zoning

creating sense of space and openness

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

100% PET fibre core

Made with 65% recycled materials

100% recyclable at the end of it's life 

MANUFACTURING FEATURES

STYLEBOARD CONSTRUCTION

STANDARD SIZING

We are able to manufacture any size of StyleBoard Stencil hanging screen to the

maximum size of 1225mm wide x 2800mm drop. Our most utilised screen sizes are

shown below

1200mm x 2400mm1200mm x 2700mm 

solid colour

throughout the

board

100% PET fibre

24mm board

thickness

12mm board

thickness

STANDARD CUT OUT DESIGN OPTIONS

The following two pages show our standard cut out design options. Due to our in

house water jet cutting technology we are also able to work with custom designs

and screen shapes as required.

FINISH OPTIONS

Select from our range of 13 board colours from naturals through to brights.

Composition: 100% PET Fibre

Weight M2: 12mm 2.4kg | 24mm 4.8kg

Voc Emissions: <0.02mg/M2

Formaldehyde: 0.00 UG/G

Okeo Tex: Standard 100 - CLASS 1

Recyclable Content: 100%

Fire Retardancy: EN13501-:2007+A1:2009, B - s1, d0

Acoustic Performance Performance: 0.45 NRC

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Style



1. Forest                                             2. Abstract                                            3. Daze

10. Wave                                       11. Weave                                                12. Cross4. Woodland                                          5. Fabric                                                  6. Ilusion

7. Flow                                          8.  Maze                                                9. Solar

Style
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1.  Circle3D                                 2.  Triangle3D                                   3. Geo3D

3D CUT OUT OPTIONS

We can also create 3D stencil designs by keeping one side of the shape uncut.

This allows the main shape to be pushed out creating a 3D effect design.

Our three standard 3D stencil designs are shown below, we are also able to work

with custom designs as desired.

PRINT OPTIONS

StyleBoard Stencil hanging screens can be printed to improve brand awareness,

creativity and user well-being in a wide range of environments. We can print any image

directly onto StyleBoard Stencil hanging screens using our in-house flat-bed printer.

Designs can be printed onto single screens or across multiple screens to maximise

impact. Please note as designs are printed directly onto the board surface, print will not

wrap onto the edges. Use in conjunction with our water jet cutting to create impressive

zoning scenes. 

MAXIMUM PRINT PANEL SIZE 

1225mm x 

2800mm x 12mm

1200mm x 

2700mm x 24mm
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RECOMMENDED FIXING DETAIL

StyleBoard Stencil hanging screens are installed using a wire suspension system that

is fully adjustable. The screen has an aluminium u channel running along the top of

each screen for added rigidity. This ensures the panels can be hung and adjusted to

the exact, desired height.



STYLEBOARD 12MM ACOUSTIC MATERIAL TEST REPORT

Please note the values given are true in the testing conditions. They may not be representative of acoustic figures for your individual design Style
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STYLEBOARD 24MM ACOUSTIC MATERIAL TEST REPORT

StylePlease note the values given are true in the testing conditions. They may not be representative of acoustic figures for your individual design 
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Stansons Group Ltd, Wickens Place,

Godstone Hill, Godstone, Surrey, RH9 8AP

020 7190 9850 

sales@stansons.co.uk

www.stansons.co.ukStyle


